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Derive" from Derivatives —investments derived from prices of other securities —Contingent

claim because their payoffs come from prices of other securities.

USE both for Hedging and Speculation

Options

• FUtL1r~S

• Swaps

~•; ,~ ~~ 
.

~uving an Option on a House example:
Thinking on buying a house that is listed for $100,000. If you like the price you must

lock in. But you need more time to look at other houses, so you approach the owner and

sign an agreement with option to buy at $100,000 within 2 months and pay for that

option (let's say 2.0% or $2,000). YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO BUY NOT THE

OBLIGATION.

F'ew 11eac11111es:
AIG Loses - $100 Billion -Massive Goverrunent Bailout (Sep 08)

Goldanan Sachs / Paulson ~ Co Hecl~e Fu~ad

., •:

CALL OPTIONS

The right to purchase an asset for a specific price (exercise price or strike price) on or before

some specified expiration

i.e. 1~/Iarch Call OPTION for IB1YI stock with exercise price of $100 entitles its owner to

PLT1aCIIASE IS1VI stock for $1 UO at any time up to and including the expiration S=Day in

March (third Friday). The purchase price option is called PIZEIVII~11i~I (like insurance) -the seller

that owns the stock receives the premium

EXAMPLE 1 S e 1 — ~~11 3/20 third Friday of the Month (MARCH 2010) Call option IBM

$100 with Premium for $2.80

Until March 20, the holder of the option may buy the stock (10 shares per option) for $100. On

February 6, IBM sells for $96.14 — Not a good time to exercise — If TB~I is selling at $102 on
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March 20 —The option will be exercised (even though you will lose money —but not as much as

not exercising)

102 —Buy 100 = $2

Profit =Final Value —Original Investment = 2- 2.80 = -.80

PUT OPT'IO~1S

Gives the holder the right to SELL an Asset for a specific exercise or stock price

on or before a specific date (ex~rcis~ date}

i.e. 1VIAIZ~~-I $100 - Sell I~~I at $100 even if the stock price less than ~ 100 —The

owner of the PL1T option does not need to own ~h~ shares to exercise the option

:Example 15.2 PUT

PLJT Ol'TIOl~ w/ exercise price ~ 100 sell on 2/6/10 for ~b.47. Entitles the owner

of the option to sell IBtVI shares at any time, until liilarch 20, to sell the stock at

$100

If price on 2/6/10 is $96.14 — an immediate exercise will lose money —wait until

the expiration date [arch 20 — If 1Vtar~h 20, the price of the ISM stock is $92, then

you exercise the option —buying the stock ~t $100 and sell it at $92
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100 — 92 = $~ gross profit

$~ — 6.47 = ~ 1.53 -----net profit of ~-IPFZ of 1.53/6.47 = 23.6%

'! a M • - ~ ~~- s • ~.
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Buy ~ ~1~LL ~rite,a CALL buy a PUT ~Irite a PLJT

Expected Stock UP Stabilize /Sideways DOWN U or stable

P✓Iax Loss Premium Opportunity Cost Premium Exercise Price —

Stock - :Premium

Must own the stock
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OPTIONS Vs Stock Investments - I~ECISIOI~S

3 STRAT'EGBE~

A. Invest entirely in stock - Buy at $90 x 100 shares

B. Call Options -Buy 900 calls x $10

C Purchase 100 calls for $1000 and invest the difference in T-bills

Initial Investment = $9,000

Current Stock Price= $ 90.00

6-month Call Option= $ 1 Q.00

Treasury Bill Rate = 2.00%

S#rategies

A

B

C

PROFIT

A
B
C

FIPR

A

B
C

QUANTITY

100 Shares

900 Calls

100 Calls

100 Shares

900 Cails
100 Calls

100 Shares

900 Calls
1 d0 Calis

J:ufL

85.OQ 90.OQ 95.00 100.00 1Q5.00 110.00

8,500 9,000 9,500 10,000 10,500 11,000

- 4,500 9,000 13,500 18,000

8,160 8,160 8,660 9,160 9, 660 10,160

{~5(lp) $Q $500 $1,000 $1,500 $2,000

(~9,~QCij ~$9,iJ00) (~4,5~~) $0 $4,500 $9,000

{$84-0} ($84~j {~34~) $160 $660 $1,160

-5.56% 0.00% 5.56% 11.11 % 16.67% 22.22%

100.00% 140.00% -50.00% Q.00% 50.00% 100.00%

-9.33% -9.33% -3.78% 1.78% 7.33% 12.89%

PIZOTE~TIVE PUT

Hedging strategy

Investing in stock and purchasing a Put option on the stock
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i.e. Suppose the strike price is $90 and the stock is selling fir X87 at expiration

day —the value of your stock in your portfolio is $90. The right to sell the stock at

X90
The stock is worth ~~7 — ~'ou sell it at the option price at X90 then your profit is

~~ ~.~. ~ t

If the :price ~f the stock is S=90 =you get X90

If S = 94 then S>94 =the option at 90 is worthless, but you own the stock

Payoff to protective I'IJT strategy

St<=~ St>X

Stock St St

Put Option X — St 0

Total X St

Despite the common perception that Derivative means Risk —these can be used

effectively for risk management —crane GIs Roth —responsibility to hedge Chain

held in storage —failed to hedge —lawsuit v~ras ~uon because manager failed to use

to secure the risk by hedging°

CO~IEIZEI~ CALLS

Is the purchase of Share of Stork with simultaneous sale of a Call on the stock?

Thy option is "covered" because the potential obligation to deliver the stock is

covered by the stock held in the portfolio.

I~10'TE: Writing an option without affecting the stock is called "naked option

meriting"

St<=X S~>X

Payoff of Stock St St

Payoff of Call Option - 0 -(St — X)

Total St X j
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1-~ssum~ you h~1d 1,000 shares of t1XX stock at ~ 130 per sham. Z'ou intend to sell

the stock if it hits ~ 140 per share — so you write a call for 90 days receiving ~5

premium at the ~_~ 140.

Trite 10 GXX (1,000 shares) you get X5,000. If the stock goes to $140.1 —the

stock tivi11 be exercised getting $140-130 = ~ 10 + ~5 premium —the only risk is if

the stock will increase beyond ~ 140 and you loge the opportunity to sell it higher

than ~ 140, but you were going to sell it at ~ 140 anyway.. e

ST1~AI~DLE

A long straddle is established by ~UYINCJ A CALL and 1~ PUT on a stock each

with the same X price and same Expiration Datee The view is ~Iolati~lity — ~f the

investor is expecting that the stock will swing significantly up or significantly

down based on news (FICA drug, Court Decision, etc).
The worse case scenario for straddle is no mo~rem~nt in the stock —max loss is the

premium on both PUT and CALLS

St<=~ St>
Payoff of CALL 0 St — X
Payoff of PLTT (X — St) +0
Total X - St St - X

SPREADS

1~ spread is a combination of two or more CALL options (or PL1T Options) on the

same stock with different exercise pries or times of expirations°

l~ion~y Spread: Purchases/sell of options of different X prices
Time Spread: Purchases/sell of options of different Expiration Times

St <= Xl ~l<~t~X2 St>?~2

Payoff of CALL X1 0 St — Xl St — X1

Payoff of CALL X2 -0 -0 -{St — X2)

Total 0 Sr — X 1 X2 — ~ 1
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COLI,AI~S

A collar is an option strategy that brackets the value of the portfolio between two

bounds

i.e.
Suppose the investor is holding a large position of Ea~1e Corp. —

Current Price =X70
.A lower bound of X60 can be place or the value of the portfolio by buying protection

put with X =X60 —pay premium. To raise money to pay for the premium the investor

rights a CALL at $~0 —receives the game Premium (the same) = I~et Zero premium.

DTI-~E~Z I~OTA~LE Ol'TIOl~ LIFE SECUIZIT~ES

• Callable Bonds (Value of straight Vs callable bonds)

• Convertible Securities (Value of stock vs f onds)

• ~Iarrants (attached Debt facilities —option to get equity stake)

• L,everaged Equity and 1Zisky Debt (Assets instead of Equity stake for Debt

holders)

• Exotic Options
o Asian option —depending on Average (instead of final)

o Barrier Options — "down and out" — if the price drops passed the barrier

causes the option to cancel even if the stock comes back within the

expiration day
o L,00kback Options —used on minimum and maxirrrum price

o Currency ~I`ranslated Options —fix the exchange rate —when converted in

US dollars.
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